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Introduction

Toulmin Cabinetry & Design is an award winning kitchen and bath design-build firm. We 
opened in 2004 with a cutting-edge approach to bespoke kitchen and bath design and a 
commitment to serving clients who value exceptional quality and an atypical commitment to
customer service. 

Our kitchen and bath showroom is staffed by highly trained professionals who understand 
quality design, can guide you through the intricacies of material and product choices, and 
help clients transform their dreams into reality. 

About Toulmin Cabinetry & Design



WHAT IS THE COST OF A MASTER SUITE OR 
BATHROOM REMODEL?

For new homeowners, the master bathroom is second only to the kitchen as the room they 

would most like to personalize... and it makes perfect sense! Your en suite is your own 

private escape, the place you go to get away from the daily stresses of work and  relax in the 

bath with a good book to unwind and pamper yourself. It's often the first room you enter in 

the morning as you wake up and prepare for your day, and the last room you leave before 

going to bed. 

 Today, more of us are staying closer to home. The biggest trend in home remodeling is 

creating a spa-like master retreat. The master bath has become much more than simply a 

functional, utilitarian space. Technology has advanced and now it's possible to include 

amenities like waterproof TVs, surround sound audio with bluetooth wireless speakers, 

steam showers with multiple programmable jets, standalone jet tubs, and even high-tech self 

cleaning toilets. Your master bathroom can be transformed into the perfect space to get 

away, relax and renew. 

 Remodeling a master bathroom can be a complex endeavor. It's best to work with qualified 

professionals. Working with a design-build firm is a great option. Your en suite needs to 

encompass both form and function. You have a wide range of choices when it comes to 

fixtures, and finishes like tile, flooring, vanity bases, and countertops. This is where working 

with a design-build firm can help you to define your vision. Your only limits when 

remodeling a master bathroom are your creativity and budget. A good design-build firm will 

help you to make choices and offer design ideas that both fit your style and meet all of your 

needs. This white paper will examine the process. We'll help you to find the best design- 

build firm to meet your needs, help you set goals and plan, talk about creating your design, 

set a budget, choose your style and materials and finally, we'll look at three levels of 

remodeling a master bathroom that you will love for years!  

INTRODUCTION



THE HOME SPA: 
A PERFECT RELAXATION RETREAT

The “stay-cation” trend has driven the growth of home renovations and improvements like 

outdoor kitchens, home theaters, home offices and spa-like master bathrooms. Creating a 

spa-like master bathroom retreat where you can go at the end of the day to relax and 

unwind is a smart investment. It's not only a healthful improvement, it can add value to 

your home when it's time to sell. 

First you need to define your needs. Think about what your dream bathroom would look 

like. Forget about money or space, save that for later. What would it look like? What is the 

intended use of the space? Think about what you want and how you'll use the space. How 

often will you use it and what will the function be? Do you want a multi-head rain shower 

array with a remote, or an oversized soaking tub? Would you include luxuries like heated 

towel warmers, or a radiant heated floor? What about a TV or dry sauna? If you're planning 

to age in place do you have current issues like poor eyesight or arthritis? 

Set up a file and pull clippings of 

your dream bathroom elements. 

Think of it as a visual 

representation of your wish list. 

This is the time to be doing 

research and preparing for the 

next step. Visit online sites like 

Houzz and set up an ideabook. 

Pull photos from home design 

magazines. All of this 

information will help when you 

meet with your designer. It will 

give them an idea of your 

aesthetic sense, your style, and 

the functional elements you'd 

like in your redesigned master 

bath.  



CHOOSING THE RIGHT FIRM FOR YOUR 
REMODEL

Remodeling a master bath is complicated. The typical remodel can include plumbing,

electrical, drywall, tiling, flooring, ventilation and more. Because of the water and moisture 

involved it's a job best left to professionals. Larger remodeling jobs can include moving walls, 

adding additions or structural changes depending on the complexity of your design. You'll 

need to pull permits, arrange inspections and if structural changes are called for, involve an 

engineer. You may even need to present your plans before your local planning commission. 

Working with a qualified design-build firm can make the process run smoothly, and cause 

less disruption to your daily life. 

Make sure any firm you choose is full-service and has experience with bathroom design and 

construction. A full-service firm can work with you throughout the entire process from 

planning to understanding your needs and aesthetics as you create your design, developing 

and allocating your budget, and finally throughout the permitting, construction and 

inspection stages. 

When vetting, make sure they use only the highest-quality materials and pay attention to 

the details. Ask for and contact references, view their portfolio, and visit their website. The 

process can be disruptive so make sure any firm you choose understands the impact on your 

family and is willing to work closely with you to make the process easier. Also make sure 

your firm offers a full-range of products and materials from well-known manufacturers 

across all price points to fit any budget.  



STEP 1: 
SETTING GOALS AND PLANNING YOUR 
PROJECT

Once you've engaged your design-build firm the planning begins. There are several decisions 

that need to be made, and factors to consider that can effect both your design and your 

budget. They Include: 

Square footage – In a bathroom remodel, every square inch counts. Especially if you are 

dealing with a smaller space. Room size affects the layout and design, and of course budget, 

of your project. First, determine your needs, for example do you have the space for a 

separate shower enclosure and soaking tub, or will you need to go with a shower/tub 

enclosure? Do you need storage? Can you knock out or move a wall for more space? What 

about an addition? Your design-build team will work with you to answer all of these 

questions to arrive at a solution to meet your needs

Existing layout – One benefit of working with a design-build firm is that you don't need to 

be married to your existing bathroom layout. If your budget doesn't cover a gut-to-the-studs 

remodel, they can update fixtures, or move one or two items to better utilize the space. 

Think about what works in your current bathroom and what doesn't. 

Infrastructure – If you live in an older home, as you begin the remodeling process you may 

uncover unexpected issues, like an undetected leak or that your floor is not rated for the 

marble tile you chose. This is another area where working with a design-build firm can help. 

They can address any infrastructure issues that arise. They can adjust your budget if 

necessary and will have already built in contingencies for just such an event. For example, 

downgrading the stone floor to a marble-like ceramic to save money and pay for fixing the 

leak.  

Lifestyle – Your family's lifestyle plays an important role in the process. If you are creating a 

spa-like en suite, perhaps a soaking tub is the most important element. Determining your 

lifestyle needs can help you to prioritize features and allocate your budget.  

These are all important considerations both during the design process and when finalizing 

your budget. The more planning and goal setting you do early in the process, the more 

prepared you'll be as the process moves into the construction phase. Your design-build team 

can help you to focus on the design to create a realistic budget.  



STEP 2: 
SETTING YOUR BUDGET
The general rule for the total cost of a master bathroom remodel is approximately 5 to 10- 

percent of the total value of your home. The National Kitchen and Bath Association reports 

that the national average spent on a master bath remodel is $16,000 and the average upscale 

remodel is $52,249. Houzz data shows that more than half of all homeowners in the database 

spend $10,000 or more on their remodel. 

All that being said, the actual scope and 

budget for a master bathroom remodel 

depends on several factors like where you 

live (construction prices can vary widely 

regionally), how old your home is and what 

renovations may have already been done. 

For example, remodeling an Arts and Crafts 

bathroom that was last renovated in the 

1950's is going to cost more than a bathroom 

that was last done in 1995. Older homes have 

often had various renovation work done and 

your contractor may need to peel back

several layers to determine exactly what's 

there. 

The level of fixtures, features and finishes 

will also directly affect your budget. For 

example, if you want radiant heated marble 

floors, it will cost more than porcelain tile. If 

one of your requirements is a large soaking 

tub, you may need to downgrade your 

vanity countertops. Your budget can also 

vary widely depending on if your design 

requires structural changes like moving 

walls or adding an addition. This is where 

working closely with your design-build team 

can help you to determine your best options 

and get you to a realistic budget. 

The NKBA reports that the national average 
spent on a master bath remodel is $16,000 

and the average upscale remodel is $52,249



STEP 3: 
DESIGNING YOUR DREAM BATHROOM

You've defined your needs, set your goals, planned your remodel and put your budget in 

place. Now it's time for the fun part! Your designer will begin to work with you to develop a 

formal plan including sketches, floor plans, and schematics. This is the time to break out 

your ideas file, Houzz Ideabooks and Pinterest Boards to begin to choose your fixtures, 

features and finishes. 

Be patient, this is the part of the process where the scope of your project and budget aligns. 

While working with your designer, they will begin to pull samples and determine which 

finishes will fit your budget. Once the physical design is solidified, you'll begin to focus on 

colors, textures and more. You'll need to work with your designer to pick: 

Cabinetry – double or single vanity, style (modern, traditional etc) finish and hardware 

Fixtures – toilet, sink, vanity countertop, faucets, shower heads, etc. 

Lighting Flooring – stone, tile, wood, porcelain etc. Tile – shower enclosure, walls tile etc.  

http://www.toulmincabinetry.com/


STEP 3 CONTINUED: 
DESIGNING YOUR DREAM BATHROOM

After you finalize design elements, your contractor will be pulling permits, finalizing 

paperwork and beginning the demolition and construction process. Something to think 

about as you are finalizing your design and allocating your budget are these possible 

elements that can add to your enjoyment of your master bath. While they're not cheap, they 

can turn a good master bathroom remodel into a luxurious relaxation oasis. These are 

“infrastructural” elements that while they may not be obvious, can add a great deal to your 

enjoyment. 

Radiant heat – Not only will you never step on a cold bathroom floor again, radiant heated 

floors can accelerate drying and reduce slips and falls. 

Stain resistant grout - It costs a little more but stain resistant formulas cut down on cleaning. 

 Skylights – Natural light is wonderful. Your master bath may be located in an interior room, 

if it's possible, skylights are a great way to flood your en suite with natural light. 

Heated shower mirror – A fog-free mirror makes it easy to shave or remove makeup while 

in the shower. This can save you time in the morning and is also helpful in smaller 

bathrooms with a single vanity. 

Heated towel racks – nothing is more pleasant than stepping out of the shower into a heated 

towel! 

All of these elements add to the 

aesthetic appeal and functionality of 

your en suite. When it comes to 

flooring, tile and fixtures opt for 

durability. These elements get a lot of 

use and are exposed to moisture and 

water so they'll need to last. Choose well 

made, high-quality fixtures that include 

all brass parts and a PVD finish that 

resists scratching. If you're painting, 

make sure to use a mildew resistant 

paint! 



ADDING ACCESSORIES: 
CHOOSING TECHNOLOGY, WHERE TO SPEND, 
WHERE TO SPLURGE

A bathroom remodel is a financial balancing act no matter how big your budget. Whether

it's an unexpected issue like galvanized pipe or moving the plumbing to accommodate a new 

soaking tub chances are you'll need to adjust your budget for that “must have”, like skylights 

or radiant floor heat. 

First, splurge on systems that will last, like radiant heating. It may cost more upfront, but 

you will save money on energy and increase your quality of life. If you're replacing floors 

the time to add radiant heat is during construction. Adding it later can cost you. Also try to 

allocate some funds for indulgent purchases that add to your enjoyment of the space like 

heated towel racks, or a self cleaning toilet. 

Here are areas to splurge that will make your bathroom more enjoyable. 

WHERE TO SPLURGE 

 Large shower – If you have the room for a separate tub, install a large multi-head shower. 

Four by six is the perfect size for two. Include a bench and body sprays for a truly relaxing 

experience. 

 His and her sinks – Saves time in the morning. If you have the space make sure your vanity 

has two mirrors and plenty of counter space. 

 Radiant heat – Whether its hot water circulating through pipes or electric heating mats 

under the tile, it's an efficient way to heat your space, and you'll never step on a cold tile 

floor again! 

 Anti-microbial self-cleaning toilet – A self-cleaning toilet is worth the price! They can save 

you a lot of time and hassle and are just a great choice. 

 Waterproof TVs, wireless audio – Prices have come down and this is a real luxury. Check 

the stock prices while your shaving in the morning, or enjoy your favorite movie while 

relaxing in the bath with a glass of wine.  



Better 

Style, color choices, and materials have exploded regarding countertops, and today it's 

possible to create elegant, functional counter space on a budget. From sustainable products 

like bamboo and concrete to easy to maintain humanmade stone like Quartzite, too pricey 

and exotic stones like onyx, imported marble, and colorful granite countertops to enhance 

any kitchen are available at a variety of price points. 

Your designer can talk to you about the pros and cons of each and show you the large 

selection of edge styles and finishes that are available. 

One remarkably affordable material that is growing in interest and use is quartz. Unlike 

butcher block or granite which can require regular waxing and sealing, quartz is an 

extremely low maintenance and durable countertop material. Manufacturers like 

Caesarstone, Cambria, Silestone and Polarstone, offer quartz countertops at a variety of price 

points to fit almost every budget. 

Good Choices 

Granite ($ - $$$) – Granite countertops are beautiful and offer a host of natural patterns and 

colors that can turn any kitchen into an elegant retreat. Granite does require occasional 

sealing to keep the surface stain free. Granite is available in a wide variety of prices, and 

there are granite surfaces that can fit into a modest remodeling budget! 

Solid Surfaces ($ - $$) - Solid surfaces are completely non-porous and so require no 

maintenance, sealing or special cleaning. While they are susceptible to scratches or burns, 

they can be easily sanded to remove them. Solid surfaces come in a wide variety of colors 

and patterns and because they are not “natural” you can use them to add a pop of color (like 

tomato red or turquoise) to add a pop of color to an island, or a focal point to your kitchen! 

Seamless installation means there are no cracks to catch dirt or debris.  

GOOD, BETTER, BEST – 3 COST SCENARIOS

WHERE TO SAVE 

 Today, there are material available that are beautiful, durable and reasonably priced. 

Substituting a marble pattern porcelain for natural stone can save significant money with 

no loss of aesthetic appeal. In fact there are many different porcelain tiles that look like 

natural stone or wood and are not only beautiful, but affordable. 

 The same is true for vanity countertops. Quartz  is durable, stylish and not porous like 

natural stone so there's little maintenance. To save money on natural stone, shop for 

remnants. They can often be purchased for much less than a full slab of stone. 

 Fixtures have also gone way up in quality and have come down in price. Many 

manufacturers are creating affordable all brass fixtures that will last and are reasonably 

priced.  

Let's look at three typical cost scenarios for a typical master bathroom remodeling. These 

include materials, construction and finishes that you can expect at each price point. This is 

only a rough estimate. The actual costs will depend on your unique situation like where you 

live  and how old your home is. 

ADDING ACCESSORIES CONTINUED: 
CHOOSING TECHNOLOGY, WHERE TO SPEND, 
WHERE TO SPLURGE



GOOD: BASIC UPDATE ($10,000 - $15,000)
The basic update consists of using your existing layout and replacing elements rather than 

moving plumbing or electrical. Generally it includes “stock” fixtures. Your budget allows for 

some creative touches like an interesting backsplash and new lighting. 

This level can also include some luxuries like a natural stone vanity top made of low-end 

granite. At this price point you probably will not be able to tile the entire space, but you 

could replace the bathtub or shower tiles with ceramic or standard subway tile. Painting is 

the most affordable choice, but you can still include a creative backsplash. 

If your cabinets and vanity are in good shape, this scenario may include  painting, then 

adding new fixtures and a new vanity top. Lighting and fixtures will be stock and plumbing 

fixtures may not be as high-end. A basic remodel can be spruced up by adding accessories 

like a nice lighting fixture or modern cabinet hardware. At this level you can pick one area 

to splurge for example, using large size ceramic flooring that resembles wood.  

The basic update is perfect if you're working with a limited budget, or if you're planning on 

selling in a few years. 



BETTER: MID-LEVEL REMODEL ($15,000 - 
$35,000)

This budget offers more flexibility. You can afford better fixtures like a self-cleaning toilet, 

higher quality faucets and features like new flooring, vanity, hardware, sink and a recessed 

medicine chest. All of these items would be semi-custom and better quality than you'd find 

at your local big box store. 

This level also includes some layout adjustments like a smaller tub to allow for a larger 

shower enclosure, or moving plumbing to accommodate a built in linen closet. You can also 

expect a higher grade countertop like a custom piece of granite, real marble, or quartz. 

Cabinets would have a nicer finish and hardware, or decorative details like intricate door 

panels. 

Fixtures are higher quality and porcelain tile is common at this level. Porcelain is more 

durable that ceramic tile and is slip resistant. Porcelain offers a wide range of sizes, colors 

and patterns so you can better develop your aesthetic. You'll also have the option of doing 

more interesting borders and backsplash. This budget also allows you to get a little more 

creative with materials, for example using real bead board to achieve a more custom look.  

The mid-level remodel is perfect is you're planning on staying in your home, or if you're 

limited by space and footprint, but you can do more with layout, fixtures and finishes. 



BEST: THE DELUXE REMODEL ($30,000 - 
$100,000+)

This level is a full-blown down-to-the-studs gut remodel. Everything goes and you can put 

things exactly where you want them. This level can also include moving walls, or adding a 

new addition for more space. The toilet and shower can switch positions, the bathtub can go 

to make way for a dry-sauna. It includes all high end finishes, fixtures, materials, lighting 

and custom cabinets. Finishes can be added like detailed molding, trim work and tile work. 

Cabinets could include exotic woods, custom finishes, and hardware. Tile can be natural 

marble, limestone or granite. Natural stone does require a bit more maintenance, but each 

piece of tile is unique. Plumbing includes all high-end fixtures and top quality parts. At this 

level you can add features like a steam shower, radiant floor heat, waterproof TVs and 

wireless audio. At this level of remodel you can get the dream bathroom you've always 

wanted. You're only limited by your creativity and budget, but you'll end up with the spa- 

like experience you're looking for.  

This is the perfect choice if this is your forever home. You may also want to consider some 

“age-in-place” amenities to keep your bathroom safe and functional as you get older. 



A master bathroom remodel can provide you with the perfect spa-like oasis to help you 

relax, renew and pamper yourself after a long day. Working with a full-service design-build 

firm can make the process run smoother, take less time, and cause less disruption to your 

daily life. The more you plan before you begin the process, the easier it will be to choose the 

right firm to realize your creative vision.  

A good firm will work with you closely throughout the entire process from planning right

through construction. A one-stop-shop means a more efficient budget process and the right 

firm will provide the highest-quality in craftsmanship, design and materials like lighting, 

countertops, cabinetry, fixtures and more. They will understand your lifestyle needs, 

aesthetic sensibility and work with you to deliver an exceptional design that will provide 

you with the spa-like oasis that can not only provide years of pleasure.  

CHOOSING THE RIGHT DESIGN TEAM

CONCLUSION

Address: 5227 Whigham Cir, Tuscaloosa, AL 35405 
Phone: (205) 366-0807 
Email: info@toulmincabinetry.com 
Hours:  9:00AM–5:00PM

Click Here To Contact Us!
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